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What’s New for FP80000 
 

Updates to support Tempest 8. Major release. 

 

 

Documentation changes indicated with teal arrow.  Now you can see 

what has changed in this document by looking for the teal arrows.  This saves 

existing users time having to read the entire document looking for changes! 

 

Upgrading from a previous version? See the Upgrade Notes at the end of 

this document for helpful advice.  
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1. Using FieldPro 
 
Note: This section assumes that you have successfully installed/upgraded and 

configured FieldPro.  If you have not yet done so, follow the instructions in section 

2, Installation/Upgrading. 

 

 

Before we begin, let’s lay a foundation for what FieldPro is designed 

to do, and what it is not meant to do.  FieldPro is designed to allow 

you to electronically download, perform Inspections, print Notices 

and schedule Inspections in the field.  FieldPro saves you from having 

to use manual Inspection checklist/status return sheets and from 

manually transcribe that information from hard-copy to Tempest… 

and it does it wirelessly – from anywhere you have a data 

transmission-capable signal on your device.  FieldPro is NOT designed 

to be a complete replacement for Tempest Prospero.  For example, 

there is no functionality to create folders, or add new charges. 

 

Performing an inspection and printing the results to your Bluetooth-

capable printer uses a simple navigation method used by most 

modern handheld devices, so you should be on your way in no time. 

 

NOTE: this manual uses the terms ‘Tasks’ and ‘Inspections’ 

interchangeably. 
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The main Tasks screen 

 

Below is the main Tasks screen shown with a number of scheduled 

tasks: 

 

 
 

When FieldPro is launched, this main screen is displayed first.  At the 

start of each day, you should perform a refresh of the list. Do this by 

pulling down the list from the top and letting go when the screen 

shows “Release to refresh”. 

 

If the message ‘Task list is stale. Please refresh.’ is displayed when 

trying to edit a task, you also need to refresh the main list. 
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Browsing tasks 

 

The main Tasks screen shows: 

 

1) An symbol showing the status of the task – an open circle 

for a task that needs to be completed, a triangle with an 

exclamation mark when the task is from a prior day, or a 

check mark if the task has been completed. 

 

2) The folder number and the task name. 

 

3) The address. 

 

4) The message - if there is one. 

 

If we tap the top task in our list: 

 

 
 

a menu appears that lets us choose from various options. Note that 

tapping anywhere outside the menu or tapping the escape button will 

hide the menu. 

 

In FieldPro, double-tapping and single-tapping are used extensively.  

You can usually save time by double-tapping to “do” the most 

common option found on a menu. 
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Getting more task details 

 

Either double-tapping a task or single-tapping and choosing Task 

Details brings us to the Details screen: 

 

 
 

This screen can be scrolled vertically to display long pages.  Phone 

numbers can be tapped, and if you are using a phone-capable device, 

the phone’s dialer will be shown with the number filled in for you. 

 

Navigating back 

 

On Android, the escape button can be used to navigate back to the 

previous screen, or the back button in the upper-left corner of all 

screens other than the main screen (labelled “FieldPro” in this case) 

can be used to navigate back as well. 

 

If you have made changes to data on a screen, FieldPro will confirm 

whether you want navigate away from the screen before doing so: 
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Working on a task 

 

From the Details screen of your chosen task, double-tap anywhere (or 

single tap and choose “Task Edit”). 

 

This will get ALL of the information from Tempest that will allow us to 

perform the task and navigate us forward to the editing screen. 

Whenever the device is sending and requesting data back and forth 

between Tempest and the device a “Loading” spinner is shown: 

 

   
 

The task we chose has some messages that are displayed, and once 

we dismiss using the OK button, we are set to work on this task. 

 

Across the bottom toolbar, are 6 buttons*: The “D” button allows us 

to display and choose from any pre-defined deficiency text, the “C” 

button allows us to manage the task’s pre-defined checklist, the Map 

button display a map with our inspection property displayed, the 

Camera button allows us to upload a picture to the folder 

attachments. NOTE: The D and C button will not show up if the task does not 

have deficiencies or checklists respectively. 

 

The printer button shows us the number of deficiencies that will print 

on the notice, and if tapped will print the Notice. 

 

The menu button shows us more options. 

 

* The button icons have changed. See the next page.  Each of these 

buttons will be discussed in detail in the next sections.
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Application button icons have changed from the documentation 

 

This documentation shows button icons on the Task Edit screen as: 

 

  
 

whereas the application button icons have changed to: 

 

 
 

The order and function of each button is the same. 
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Completing an existing deficiency 

 

To complete a deficiency, tap the deficiency, and choose Toggle 

completed (alternatively, you can swipe the deficiency from one side 

to the other): 

 

   
 

Now the deficiency shows a checkmark icon.  Notice that the top 

panel of the screen changes colour to indicate that changes have 

been made that need to be saved to Tempest, and the print icon 

changes to a save icon. 

 

 

Uncompleting a deficiency 

 

You can also “uncomplete” deficiencies.  Tap the deficiency, and 

choose Toggle completed again. (Alternatively, you can swipe the 

deficiency from one side to the other.) This will change the icon back 

to an open circle indicating an open deficiency.  Open deficiencies 

print/email on the Notice. 
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Adding and viewing deficiency photos 

 

To add a photo directly to a deficiency, tap the deficiency and choose 

Add deficiency photo (the deficiency must be saved before you will 

see the menu option): 

 

   
 

Your camera will now allow you to take a picture. Once the photo is 

uploaded, the deficiency shows [1] above the circle icon. The number 

in square brackets will indicate how many photos the deficiency 

currently has attached. 

 

Note that deficiency photos are different than photos uploaded with 

the photo button in the toolbar at the bottom of the Task Edit screen, 

which stores photos in the Folder attachments location. 
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Viewing deficiency photos 

 

When a deficiency indicates that it has attached photos (indicated by 

the [n] above the circle icon), tap the deficiency, and choose View 

deficiency photos: 

 

   
 

After downloading, the Attachments viewer displays the photos in a 

carousel, with the light dots at the bottom indicating your position in 

the carousel. You can move from photo to photo by swiping across 

the screen, or tapping on either side of the dots. You can see that we 

are displaying the second of four photos in our example. 

 

Photos are arranged by date in the carousel from newest (first dot) to 

oldest (last dot). The bottom toolbar shows the date the photo was 

added, in this case: Feb 17, 2014. 

 

Note: The Attachments viewer will only display photos (i.e. files 

ending with a jpg, png or gif extension), and FieldPro only stores 

photos with a jpg extension. However, within Tempest, you may 

attach files with any extension (e.g. pdf) to the deficiency. If you 

attach files within Tempest with any extension other than the three 

listed above, those files will not be included in counts in the [n] 

indicator above the circle icon, and hence will not be displayed in the 

viewer.
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  Checklists 

 

To access the task’s checklist, tap the C button. (NOTE: if a task does 

not have a checklist set up in Tempest the C button will not appear.) 

The checklist screen for the task type is displayed: 

 

   
 

Tap on a checklist item to Reject it (which will also add a deficiency if 

Tempest has been set up that way).  If you continue to tap the same 

checklist item, it will cycle through each of its available statuses: 

Rejected, Accepted, NA, and blank. 

 

Tapping the A button on the bottom will set the status to Accepted 

for any checklist items that have a blank status.  In the above, we 

have NA’d and Rejected two checklist items. 

 

When you go back to the Task Edit screen, any checklist items with 

associated rejection wording will have those rejections added. 
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 Deficiencies 

 

If you have enabled adding deficiencies (see setup section), the D 

button will be available. 

 

   

 

This is a scrolling list of the entire standard deficiency wording 

available.  The list shows you the deficiency code you created in 

Tempest as well as the default wording.  Tap on a deficiency on the 

list to add it to the task immediately.  Double-tap a deficiency on the 

list to edit the text (shown in the second screenshot). 

 

Tap inside the edit area to bring up the on-screen keyboard. When 

you have finished editing the text, tap the check button to add the 

deficiency. 
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 Deleting deficiencies 

 

BEFORE SAVING CHANGES, newly added deficiencies may be deleted.  

Tap the newly added deficiency you want to delete, and tap the 

Delete deficiency menu item: 

 

 
 

NOTE: If a rejected checklist item added the deficiency, the checklist 

item that caused the deficiency is NOT changed at all.  When you go 

to the checklist, it will still show as rejected. 
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Setting the task status 

 

We’re almost done this task!  The only thing remaining is to set the 

task status.  Tap (or double-tap) the upper pane to get a list of 

statuses for this task. 

 

   
 

Above, we have chosen the REJECTED status, which now appears in 

the upper pane.
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  Saving changes 

 

As soon as we make a change to the task, the Print button is replaced 

with the Save button.  This is because any changes made need to be 

saved to Tempest.  Tap the Save button: 

 

 

   
 

Because we left some checklist items without statuses, FieldPro 

confirms saving the task changes.  If we choose Yes, the checklist 

items are saved as they are.  If we choose No, we go back to the Task 

Edit screen where we can go into the Checklist screen and set 

statuses. 

 

In our case, we chose to save as is, and FieldPro responds that it has 

saved the changes.  Now that we have saved, the Print button re-

appears. 

 

Note that FieldPro performs all task functions, validations and, 

optionally SQL Functions, set up for the task type in Tempest.  By 

default, processing task SQL functions is not turned on.  See the 

<tasksql> option in the “Control Settings” in section 2 at the end of 

this document for instructions to turn on processing Task SQL 

functions. 
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  Printing the Inspection Notice 

 

At any time when changes have been saved (or when a task is first 

loaded), a notice can be printed.  Make sure your printer is turned on 

and tap the Print button. 

 

BluePrint will see the new print and notify you with your default 

notification sound.  See the set-up section “Configuring the Bluetooth 

printer” and “Using BluePrint” for details on printing to a Zebra 

mobile printer. 

 

 

 

 Mapping 

 

Whenever you see the map button, you can get a map showing the 

location of the inspection with a red pin: 

 

   

 

Tapping the locate button in the bottom toolbar will pin your location 

with a blue pin. 

 

NOTE: The FieldPro map page will not continuously update your 

location if you are moving.  You can go back and reload the map page 

to get a new fix on your location. 
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 Attaching a photo 

 

The camera button will open the device’s camera allowing you to take 

a photo and attach it to the Tempest folder. FieldPro will ask you for 

the picture source - either Camera or Roll.  Choose Roll if you want to 

use a picture that you have previously taken.  Once you have selected 

or taken the picture, you will be returned to the Upload screen where 

you must enter a description – which gets saved in Tempest: 

 

 

   

 

Once the description is entered, tapping the paper clip button in the 

bottom toolbar will attach it to the folder in Tempest. 

 
Technical notes about Uploads 

The ColdFusion web server used by FieldPro must be able to “see” the Prospero 

attachment directory (defined in Prospero config), and have network rights to save 

files there.  If the web server is protected from the attachments directory via a 

firewall, you may have to open a pinhole in order to save attachments; or you can 

see the webproxy quick reference guide (included in the download) to see if that 

method will work for you. 

 

In order to create the Tempest attachment, the Mpoweredweb user must have 

Insert privileges on cd_attachments.
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 Email  Notice 

 

At any time when changes have been saved (or when a task is first 

loaded), a notice can emailed.  Note that the web server sends all emails, 

therefore they will not appear in your email app’s Sent folder. 

 

FieldPro will ask you whom you want to send the Notice to: 

 

 

 

 

ENOTICES If you have an ENOTICE contact set up for the folder (see 

configuration to set this up) this will save you from typing an email 

address in. 

 

ME will send the email to the email address set up for yourself (see 

configuration). 

 

GROUP1 These are any email groups (1 or more email addresses you 

have set up in configuration). 

 

{Other} Allows you to enter an adhoc email address. 

 

You can select multiple items on the email screen (not including 

{Other}, and when you tap the Mail button, all select items will be 

delivered as one To: address. FieldPro will confirm with you whether 

to send the email or not, showing you what you have selected. 
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{Other} must be selected by itself, followed by tapping the Mail 

button. You can also double-tap {Other} to proceed directly to 

entering the adhoc email address. If you select {Other} along with 

other items, FieldPro will notify you that “You can only email to 

{Other} by itself”. 

 

If you add an event log type of FIELDPRO-OTHER-EMAIL in Prospero 

Config and grant the MPOWERWEDWEB database user INSERT 

privileges on table cd_workflow, email addresses sent to {Other} will 

be stored and can be used again in the future by simply selecting 

from the ‘email to’ list (the next time you load a task on this folder). 

There is no facility in FieldPro to edit saved {Other} email addresses, 

these can only be modified or deleted from the Prospero Events tab 

for that folder. 
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 Task details 

 

From the task edit screen, you can get more details about the folder.  

There are three pages on this screen in a carousel – access the 

individual carousel pages by swiping from right to left.  At the bottom 

of the screen you will see the page indicator. This screenshot shows 

the second page: 

 

 

 

 

Page 1: The same details as from the main screen. 

 

Page 2: As shown in the screenshot above - Folder Dates, Folder 

Purpose, Internal Notes and Task Messages. 

 

Page 3: Folder conditions. 
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 Folder comments 

 

The folder comments menu option allows you to review and add 

Tempest folder comments.  The functionality is very similar to adding 

a deficiency.  Double-tap a comment to edit it. 

 

Use the + button to add a comment.  You must then choose a 

category, and if the category has default comments, you can choose 

one of those, or {none}. You can then edit the comment: 

 

 

 

Once you have finished editing the comment, tap the check button on 

the lower toolbar, and the comment will be saved. 

 

On the Comments screen, you must then tap the Save button on the 

lower toolbar to save any comments you edited or created. 

 

The special folder comment category MOBILE-ALERT 

If you have a folder comment category of MOBILE-ALERT, and there 

are any comments for the folder on the task you are editing, those 

comments will be displayed as pop-up messages upon successful load 

of the task details.  Note that these messages will appear regardless 

of your “Show prompts” setting.  Examples of the kind of messages 

you might choose to add for a folder are “Engineer req’d”, or “Storm 

Management Plan req’d”. These comments can also be viewed when 

editing a task, by displaying the folder comments. 
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 Folder attachments 

 

The folder attachments menu option allows you to review and email 

yourself Tempest folder attachments. 

 

FieldPro will only show you attachments that can be downloaded using the web 

services.  These attachments must be stored with UNC paths (i.e. beginning with 

“\\machinename” not a mapped drive such as “T:\”): 

 

  

 

The first screen above shows the attachments for a folder. Each 

attachment displays the effective date, the file name and the 

description. If there are any jpg, png or bmp files attached, a button 

on the bottom toolbar is displayed allowing you to view all of the 

attached photos. 

 

Tapping on an individual attachment, displays a menu that allows you 

to “View photo” (if the attachment is a jpg, png or bmp file), and 

“Email attachment”.  You can also double-tap an attachment to email 

it. After emailing, you may need to go into your email inbox and 

refresh.  Once you receive the email on the device, it can be opened 

by an app associated with that document type on your device. If your 

device does not have an app to view the document type - you will not 

be able to open it.  For example, download an app such as Adobe’s 

PDF viewer to open and view PDF documents. 
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 Copying and Pasting deficiencies 

 

You can use the device’s copy/paste functionality, but it will be often 

easier to use the Copy deficiences menu option, especially if you want 

to copy more than one deficiency from one task easily to one or more 

other tasks. 

 

If you have existing deficiencies on a task, the Copy deficiences menu 

option will slide in a new screen showing you the existing deficiencies. 

Tapping on items, selects them, and when you tap on the Copy 

button, those deficiencies are copied into a buffer. Here we have 

selected 3 deficiencies: 

 

 
 

After tapping Copy, you can carry on working on this task as usual, 

and at any time – in this or any other task – you can paste the 

deficiencies into any other task, using the Paste deficiencies menu 

option. 

 
Note that if you are pasting a deficiency (or deficiencies) into a task type that 

doesn’t have the same Inspection Code available as the originating task type, that 

deficiency is defaulted to use the first code in the master deficiency list of the task 

type you are pasting into. FieldPro will alert you if this is the case after the paste is 

completed. 
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Back to the main screen 

 

Going back to the main screen, the task we finished shows a check 

mark: 

 

 
 

A check mark icon is displayed when the task has a status other than 

SCHEDULED. 
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Scheduling 

 

FieldPro has an advanced scheduling capability that allows you to 

view any folder’s tasks and schedule or un-schedule them.  From the 

main screen, tapping on the upper panel shows a menu that allows 

you to search for folders via a house # (civic) or a folder number: 

 

 
 

  

Search by: FOLDER (via house #) 

Type in the civic address of a property and tap the search button to 

find folders located at that civic address. Tapping on a folder allows 

you to search for that folder number: 
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The list of tasks is displayed for that folder: 

 

 
 

Tasks that have an empty calendar icon can be scheduled or 

unscheduled.  In this example, we will schedule the FOOTINGS task: 

 

   
 

The default area and today’s date are shown.  You can change the 

default area, date and add a message. 
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Search by: FOLDER (via folder #) 

Type in a folder number and tap the search button to find folders 

with that number.  If a folder is found, tap on it, and follow the same 

procedure a for a civic search (above) to schedule a task on that 

folder: 

 

   
 

 

The most recent “Search for” is saved for each “Search by”.  For 

example, if you tap on the upper pane after doing a folder search, you 

will see your most recent AREA search. Tapping it will rerun the 

search.  This saves you time going back into the AREA search and 

adding your area(s) each time after doing a folder search: 
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Additionally showing the next working day’s tasks 

 

When performing an AREA search after 3pm, if you refresh the task 

list, the system will ask you if you want to additionally load the next 

working day’s tasks: 

  

 

 
 

If you answer Yes, and there are tasks scheduled for the next working 

day for the currently selected area, they will be shown at the top of 

the list with the following icon:  

 

 
 

To determine the next working day, weekends and dates in the 

Prospero “Statutory Holidays” schedule are excluded, allowing you to 

refresh tasks on Friday afternoon and additionally show Monday’s 

scheduled tasks.  If Monday is a holiday, Tuesday’s tasks will be 

shown.
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2. Installation/Upgrading 

 
System Requirements 

 

Device (phone or tablet): 

• Android 4.0 and better.  Must support Bluetooth SPP. 

 

Bluetooth printer: 

• Currently, FieldPro supports only Zebra (www.zebra.com) QL 

320 Plus, QL 420 plus and RW 420 printers.  All printers must 

have the optional Bluetooth module installed. 

 

Web Services: 

• Requires an IIS server, running ColdFusion 8+, with a Data 

Source connection to the Tempest database.  For Oracle, the 

version-appropriate JDBC driver is recommended, and for MS 

SQL Server use the built-in driver. 

 

Tempest Licences: 

• Prospero 

• Web Customer 

 

Note: Some of the steps below are required once at your site, and 

some steps are required for each device you want to connect. 

 

Download the Install package 

 

Go to www.mpowered.biz and click on Downloads. Here you will find 

links to various setup exes that match recent versions of Tempest. For 

example, if our Tempest version is 80000, we would click on the link 

under FieldPro named Version 80000. This will download the exe, for 

example FieldPro-80000.exe, which you can then run in order to 

install the package. 
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The setup wizard 

 

The setup wizard will guide you through installation, and once 

complete, you will have a new program group: Start > Programs > 

Mpowered > FieldPro {version}. From this program group, you can 

access the documentation. 

 

Contents of the install package 

 

On the machine you ran the install, if you browse to Program Files > 

Mpowered > FieldPro-80000, you will find 4 directories: 

 

\ColdFusion 

\Docs 

\Printer 

\WebProxy 

 

Copy the web services cfm files to your web server 

 

The .cfm files listed above need to be copied into a virtual directory 

on your web server. The recommended location for this directory is: 

 

C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Mpowered\FieldPro-80000 

 

Test to make sure external browsers can access the web services.  For 

example, if your web server is named esrv.ecity.ca, you should be 

able to browse to 

http://esrv.ecity.ca/mpowered/fieldpro/getauth.cfm and see a page 

that looks similar to:  ERROR: URL variable v00 not defined (…) (in 

getauth.cfm) 

This error message is normal.  If you cannot browse to this page from 

an external browser, you have a connectivity issue (firewall, etc) that 

needs to be resolved by your IT team. 
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Create database user MpoweredWeb 

 

Create a user named MpoweredWeb in each database (usually LIVE 

and TEST) that you wish to access FieldPro. 

 

 

Grant database user MpoweredWeb database access permissions 

 

Grant the following table permissions to MpoweredWeb: 

 
GRANT SELECT ON CD_ATTACHMENTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON CD_CHECKLISTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_CHECKLISTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT UPDATE ON CD_CHECKLISTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_CHECKLIST_ITEMS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_CONDITIONS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_CONDITION_CODES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON CD_DOC_IMAGES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_DOC_IMAGES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_FOLDERS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT UPDATE ON CD_FOLDERS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_FOLDER_CATEGORIES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_FOLDER_STATUS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_FOLDER_TYPES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_INSP_CODES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON CD_INSP_COMMENTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_INSP_COMMENTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT UPDATE ON CD_INSP_COMMENTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_PARAMETERS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_PROJECTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_STAT_HOLIDAYS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON CD_TASKS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_TASKS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT UPDATE ON CD_TASKS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_TASK_FUNCTIONS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_TASK_INSP_CODES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_TASK_STATUS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_TASK_TYPES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON CD_WORKFLOW TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_WORKFLOW TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON CD_WORKFLOW_DESCRIPTIONS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON DS_ACCOUNTS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON DS_DEPOSITS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON DS_TRANSACTIONS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_LEGAL TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON LAND_NOTES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_NOTES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT UPDATE ON LAND_NOTES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_NOTE_GROUPS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_PARAMETERS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_PHONE TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON LAND_RELATION TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_RELATION TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_STD_NOTES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LDV_OWNERS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_ATTRIBUTE TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON LAND_ATTRIB_VALUES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 
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GRANT EXECUTE ON TDGF_TL_SECURITY_CHECK TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON TDGP_CD_EMAIL_MOBILE_INSP TO 

MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON TDGP_CD_EMAIL_TSK_STATUS_CHNGD TO 

MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPESTV_SECURITY TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPESTV_SECURITY_ALL TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_CLIENT TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_EMAILS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT UPDATE ON TEMPEST_EMAILS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_EMAIL_TEMPLATE_TYPES TO 

MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT INSERT ON TEMPEST_MODULE_ATTACHMENTS TO 

MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_MODULE_ATTACHMENTS TO 

MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_RELEASE_HEADER TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_RESOURCES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_RESOURCE_CONTACT_DTLS TO 

MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_SQLCODE TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_USER_TAGS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON TEMPEST_WORKGROUP_RESOURCES TO 

MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON WC_CUSTOMERS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON WC_CUSTOMER_NOTES TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

GRANT SELECT ON WC_CUSTOMER_USERS TO MPOWEREDWEB; 

 

Ensure that valid ColdFusion Data Sources exist 

 

The installation requires two Data Sources (DSNs in ColdFusion 

Admin): one to the LIVE and TEST Tempest databases logging in as the 

database user MpoweredWeb.   Appropriate names for these Data 

Sources would be "MpoweredLive" and "MpoweredTest".   (Note: be 

sure to use JDBC drivers in ColdFusion for Oracle by using the "other" 

Driver type.  The Adobe ColdFusion web site has information on 

setting up JDBC data sources if this is your first time. SQL Server users 

should use the built-in Microsoft SQL Server driver.) 

 

On your Web Server, go into the ColdFusion Administrator, and 

ensure that valid (i.e. verified) Data Sources to the Tempest Live 

(MpoweredLive) and Test (MpoweredTest) databases exist.  The 

UserName (under Advanced Settings for the Data Source) should be 

MpoweredWeb – do not use TempestWeb. 

 

Additionally in the ColdFusion Administrator: 

Under Settings, ensure that the Enable In-Memory File System 

checkmark  is turned on; and 

In your MpoweredLive (and Test) Data Sources, Show Advanced 

Settings, ensure that the BLOB checkmark is turned on. 
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Create the FIELDWORKSUSERS customer in Web Customer 

 

In Tempest create a FIELDWORKSUSERS customer.  Make the user an 

INTERNAL type: 
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Create the FIELDWORKSUSERS users in Web Customer 

 

Create the Prospero user in the FIELDWORKSUSERS users whose 

UserId corresponds to the user’s actual database UserID: 

 

 
 

In this example, we have created user GEORGE RAYMOND.  George is 

a Prospero user, and logs into Tempest with the UserID GEORGE.  You 

also need to set a password for GEORGE.  This will be the password 

GEORGE will need to enter on the device in the next steps.  In our 

example, GEORGE’s password is KJHS^&HJ 

 

The users created in the FIELDWORKSUSERS customer should not 

have any functions turned on. 

 

You will need to create a user in the FIELDWORKSUSERS customer for 

each user of FieldPro. 

 

Security notes: 
Always use unique passwords of at least 5 characters for your users. 

 
Passwords are never transmitted over the Internet.  On the device, before sending a 

transaction request, FieldPro generates an MD5 “fingerprint” made up of various 

pieces of information (including the password), which is then transmitted to the 

ColdFusion web services.  On the web server, the ColdFusion web service generates 

its own version of the fingerprint based on information stored on the server. If the 

fingerprints are identical, the transaction is allowed to proceed.  This is the same 

security method used in validating ecommerce transactions by trusted ecommerce 

payment service providers. 

 
If, for any reason, one of your devices is lost or misplaced, you can remove the 

password for the user from the FIELDWORKSUSERS customer and be assured that 

no transactions will be allowed from that device.
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Control Settings 
  

FieldPro control settings are stored as an XML string in the Notes tab 

of Web Customer for the FIELDWORKSUSERS, in a note dated Jan 17, 

2005: 

 

 
 

The XML string entered into the note must be formatted correctly for 

FieldPro to interpret the settings correctly (see XML notes). 

 

screens 

The optional <screens> setting allows you to choose the deficiency 

screen option you want to use.  If the setting is not found, the default 

screens setting of CHECKLIST is used.  The example above shows the 

screens setting as BOTH, which means that, if found, both the 

Checklist and Deficiencies screens will be available.  The three options 

are: 

 

CHECKLIST  Checklist screen available only (default) 

DEFICIENCY  Deficiency screen available only 

BOTH   Both Checklist and Deficiency screens available 

 

permcond 

The optional <permcond> setting allows you to download, display and 

print Permit Conditions.  The following XML string shows the 

permcond option turned on: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><permcond>Y</permcond></fieldpro-settings> 

 

Note that only specifying Y will turn on this option. 
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fieldbladeurl 

The optional <fieldbladeurl> setting allows you to link directly to the 

property in FieldBlade from the current task selected on the main 

screen.  The following XML string shows a sample: 

 
<fieldpro-settings> 

<fieldbladeurl>http://mycity/mpowered/fieldblade/</fieldbladeurl> 

</fieldpro-settings> 

 

See www.mpowered.biz/FieldBlade/FieldBlade.html for more 

information on FieldBlade. 

 

ignblchklst 

The optional <ignblchklst> setting allows you to to turn off the 

checklist warnings that come up on the device when you trying to 

save changes: “Status for blank checklist items:” and “Save with blank 

checklist statuses?”.  The following XML string shows the ignblchklst 

option turned on (so that messages will NOT be displayed): 

 
<fieldpro-settings><ignblchklst>Y</ignblchklst></fieldpro-settings> 

 

Note that only specifying Y will turn on this option. 

 

slot1tag 
There are two “slots” for contact information that print directly beneath the 

contact name on the Inspection Notice.  The optional <slot1tag> setting 

allows you to specify contact information that should be printed on 

the Inspection Notice in “slot 1” – directly under the contact name.  

You can specify a contact tag or phone number or email address.  For 

example, if you want a contact tag (contact tags are set up in Tempest 

Resources) to be printed, you would specify the tag name, for example 

<slot1tag>SAFETY CODES OFFICER</slot1tag>.  If you want to specify that the 

contact phone (contact phone #’s are set up in Tempest Resources) should be 

printed, you would specify **phone**, for example 

<slot1tag>**phone**</slot1tag>.  If you want to specify that the contact email  

(see Enotices section below to set up contact email addresses) should be 

printed, you would specify **email**, for example 

<slot1tag>**email**</slot1tag>.  By default, if <slot1tag> is not supplied, the 

contact’s phone number (if defined in Tempest Resources) will be printed. 

 

slot2tag 
There are two “slots” for contact information that print directly beneath the 

contact name on the Inspection Notice.  The optional <slot2tag> setting 

allows you to specify contact information that should be printed on 

the Inspection Notice in “slot 2” – directly under slot 1 (see above).  

You can specify a contact tag or phone number or email address.  For 

example, if you want a contact tag (contact tags are set up in Tempest 

Resources) to be printed, you would specify the tag name, for example 
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<slot2tag>SAFETY CODES OFFICER</slot2tag>.  If you want to specify that the 

contact phone (contact phone #’s are set up in Tempest Resources) should be 

printed, you would specify **phone**, for example 

<slot2tag>**phone**</slot2tag>.  If you want to specify that the contact email  

(see below to set up contact email addresses) should be printed, you would 

specify **email**, for example <slot2tag>**email**</slot2tag>.  By default, if 

<slot2tag> is not supplied, the contact’s primary email address (if 

defined as per Enotices section below) will be printed. 

 

formpr 

The optional <formpr> setting allows you to print Inspection Notices 

onto high-quality synthetic thermal rolls (which are divided into 

equal-length “forms”).  Synthetic media is tear-resistant, waterproof, 

and virtually unfading.  Synthetic media also allows for much greater 

resolution of the header logo and information, and allows the header 

to be printed in colour.  If you are interested in using this option, 

please contact Mpowered before proceeding. The following XML 

string shows the formpr option turned on: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><formpr>Y</formpr></fieldpro-settings> 

 

Note that only specifying Y will turn on this option, and the default 

value is N. 

 

 

fpbody1 and fpbody2 

In conjunction with <formpr>, the optional <fpbody1> (first page line 

count) and <fpbody2>(subsequent page line count) settings allow you 

to customize the maximum number of lines that will print on each 

page of an Inspection Notice.  (Note: The first page of a Notice will always 

allow fewer lines than subsequent pages.)  The default value of fpbody1 is 

39, and the default value of fpbody2 is 56 - if you do not override.  

The following XML string shows the formpr option turned on, as well 

as overriding the default fpbody1 and fpbody2 values: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><formpr>Y</formpr><fpbody1>30</fpbody1><fpbody2>48</fpbody2></fieldpro-

settings> 

 

 

deficyhdrmsg 

You can override the default deficiency header message (printed, 

emailed and faxed) which is “THE BUILDER MUST ENSURE THE 

FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE COMPLETED:” The system will allow you to 

enter any text you wish for this header.  The following XML string 

shows a deficyhdrmsg override: 
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<fieldpro-settings <deficyhdrmsg>THE BUILDER MUST CORRECT THE FOLLOWING ITEMS BEFORE RE-

CALLING FOR INSPECTION:</deficyhdrmsg></fieldpro-settings> 

 

 

inspectiontypemsg 

You can override the default text ‘Inspection Type’ (printed, emailed 

and faxed). The following XML string shows an inspectiontypemsg 

override: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><inspectiontypemsg>Report Type</ inspectiontypemsg></fieldpro-settings> 

 

 

inspectiondatemsg 

You can override the default text ‘Inspection Date’ (printed, emailed 

and faxed). The following XML string shows an inspectiondatemsg 

override: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><inspectiondatemsg>Report Date</ inspectiondatemsg></fieldpro-settings> 

 

 

inspectionstatusmsg 

You can override the default text ‘Inspection Status’ (printed, emailed 

and faxed). The following XML string shows an inspectionstatusmsg 

override: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><inspectionstatusmsg>Report Status</ inspectionstatusmsg></fieldpro-settings> 

 

 

prtexpiry 

You can choose to print the folder’s expiry date on the Notice 

(printed, emailed and faxed).  The expiry date prints directly under 

the Permit Type.  The following XML string shows the prtexpiry option 

turned on: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><prtexpiry>Y</prtexpiry></fieldpro-settings> 

 

Note that only specifying Y will turn on this option, and the default 

value is N. 

 

 

tasksql 

You can turn on processing of task SQL Functions as set up on task 

statuses in Prospero maintenance for folder tasks. The following XML 

string shows the tasksql option turned on: 
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<fieldpro-settings><tasksql>Y</tasksql></fieldpro-settings> 

 

Note that only specifying Y will turn on this option, and the default 

value is N. 

 

Also note that because certain task SQL functions add event notes, a 

database privilege will need to be added for MPOWEREDWEB: 

 

GRANT INSERT ON CD_WORKFLOW TO ‘MPOWEREDWEB’ 

 

 

pcon 

Optionally print contact information onto the Notices (whether 

printed, emailed or faxed).  Use a comma-separated list of person 

types to choose which contacts to print.  The following XML string 

shows the pcon option turned on, and printing APPLICANT and 

BUILDER: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><pcon>APPLICANT,BUILDER</pcon></fieldpro-settings> 

 

Ensure that the spelling is exactly the same as the person type in 

Prospero maintenance. 

 
 

noticefontsize 

Optionally force all users to have the same notice print font size, 

thereby overriding any choice made by them on their device: 

 
<fieldpro-settings><noticefontsize>TALL</noticefontsize></fieldpro-settings> 

 

If this setting is changed, and a user has a different setting, they will 

be notified (when they go into a Task Edit screen) that they must 

Authenticate to pick up the server’s setting. 

 

mailsubj 

You can override the default subject (emailed) which is “{taskstatus} - 

{tasktype} - {foldernumber}” The system will allow you to enter any 

text you wish for the subject and will replace the following text 

strings: 

{taskstatus} -> task status, i.e. PASSED, FAILED, etc 

{tasktype} -> task type name, i.e. FOOTINGS, FOUNDATION, etc 

{foldernumber} -> the folder number 

{civicaddress} -> the primary civic address of the folder 
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Enotices – Email control settings in Web Customer  Note: If you are not 

sending Enotices, then this section can be ignored. 

 

Email control settings are required in order to send Enotices. 

 

Email control settings are stored as an XML string in the Notes tab of 

Web Customer for the FIELDWORKSUSERS, in a note dated Jan 18, 

2005: 

 

 
 

The XML string entered into the note must be formatted correctly for 

FieldPro to interpret the settings correctly (see XML notes). 

 

This example shows having both a common “from” address, and 

individual “from” addresses for each Inspector.  You may choose to 

have one or the other, or both - as is shown here. 

 

The “cc” list can contain multiple items (as is shown in the example, 

or it can have only 1 item, or it can have none. 

 

Groups can also be added to the XML using the <groups> tag.  Below 

is an example: 

 
    <groups> 

        <x name="MyGroup">info@mpowered.biz; support@mpowered.biz; sales@mpowered.biz</x> 

    </groups> 
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Prospero Folder requirements for Email 
(Note: server configuration is required before Enotices can be sent.  See the 

Installation/Upgrading section for details.)  The Inspection Notice can 

emailed to contacts on the folder.  To use this feature, you must 

create a person type called ‘ENOTICES’ in Prospero maintenance as 

shown below:  

 

 
 

On the folder, you can now collect contact information for the 

ENOTICE person.  This will be the person that wishes to have the 

Notice emailed to them: 
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Note that the Contact information must be set up very specifically - 

you must enter the contact as an E-MAIL type.  An example is shown 

below: 
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XML notes 

 

XML has a special set of characters that cannot be used in normal 

XML strings. These characters are:  

 

& - &amp;  

< - &lt;  

> - &gt;  

" - &quot;  

' - &#39;  

 

For example, the following XML string is invalid:  

  
<Organization>IBM & Microsoft</Organization> 

 

Whereas the following is valid XML:  

  
<Organization>IBM &amp; Microsoft</Organization> 

 

Note that we have replaced '&' with '&amp;' in the second XML string 

which makes it valid.  In the following XML overrides, you will get a 

message stating, “XML override is not well-formed” when you try to 

authenticate - if you do not handle the special character(s) properly. 

 

If you wish to get more assistance in building your XML strings, there 

are several very good (and free!) XML editors out there on the net.  A 

particularly good one is at: 

 

http://architag.com/xray/ 
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Both the FieldPro and BluePrint apps are required on each device. 

 

FieldPro 

Using the device’s web browser, browse to the mpowered.biz > 

Downloads page, determine the version of Mpowered web services 

you are using (*), and tap on the appropriate Get it on Google Play 

link. You will be directed to the device's PlayStore app with the 

FieldPro app showing. Tap the Install button. 

 

* In order to keep the mobile applications up-to-date, the FieldPro 

mobile app is only available on the PlayStore. Because of the 

unpredictable release of new versions from Tempest, the app name 

reflects the Tempest database/Mpowered webservices release 

number. For example, with an app name of FP80000, FP = FieldPro; 

800 = Tempest database release 80000; and finally 00 = Mpowered 

web services release 00. You cannot use any other version of the app 

other than both the exact Tempest database and Mpowered web 

services release it was intended for. 

 

BluePrint 

BluePrint takes care of Bluetooth connections to the Bluetooth 

printer as well as sending tickets to the printer. Using the device’s 

web browser, browse to the mpowered.biz > Downloads page and 

tap on the Get it on Google Play link for BluePrint. You will be 

directed to the device's PlayStore app with the BluePrint app 

showing. Tap the Install button. 

 

Using BluePrint is described in more detail later in the section 

“Configuring the Bluetooth printer”. 
 

 

Recommended: If you wish to have updates automatically applied 

(to all apps), tap the menu button in the PlayStore app > Settings 

> Auto-update apps > Auto-update apps over Wi-Fi only. 
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 FieldPro setup 

 

Tap the FieldPro app icon to run it.  Tap the Settings button in the 

lower left corner: 

 

   
 

 

Connection settings 

Connection settings are required as this establishes the location (on 

the Internet) of the web services allowing FieldPro to communicate 

with Tempest data, as well as establishing your credentials. 

 

Change the defaults to your site’s specific values, for example: 

 

Base URL: the location of your web services root, e.g. 

http://esrv.ecity.ca/mpowered/fieldpro/80000/ 

After entering your Base URL, you can test whether FieldPro can 

reach it by tapping the connection tester button.  The messages 

shown will indicate if your Base URL is reachable. 

 

Licence key: the 5 character licence key supplied to you by 

Mpowered.  If you wish to use FieldPro on a trial basis, leave the 

Licence key set to TRIAL.  You will have 10 days of full functionality 

trial usage from the time you first ran FieldPro on your device.  

Licence keys can be purchased from Mpowered. 
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User ID: the Web Customer ID as created above in the step “Create 

the FIELDWORKSUSERS users in Web Customer”. 

 

WC Password: the Password as created above in the step “Create the 

FIELDWORKSUSERS users in Web Customer”. 

 

DSN: the ColdFusion Data Source name (e.g. MpoweredLive). 

 

Once you have entered the connection settings, tap the Authenticate 

button.  This will validate the information you entered, and return 

you to the main screen if all is well.  Your user name from Tempest 

will be displayed in the bottom toolbar.  Follow the instructions below 

under “Set your inspection area(s)” to begin setting your inspection 

area(s).  

 

 

Other settings 

These settings can be changed without Authenticating.   

 

 

 

Show alerts: Set to No to turn off many messages in FieldPro that are 

for information/confirmation only.  The default is Yes.  It is 

recommended that when first starting to use FieldPro that you keep 

this setting at Yes until you are familiar with its operation. 

 

Notice font size: This controls the printed height of text on the Notice 

on the Zebra printer.  Set to SHORT or TALL. 
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Printer model: This controls the Zebra printer model you are printing 

to.  Set to QL320 or QL420 or RW420 

  

Debug/support settings 

These settings should be left as shown below unless directed 

otherwise by Mpowered support.  These settings can be changed 

without Authenticating.   

 

 
 

 

 
App information 

This screen shows contact and technical information, and may be 

used by Mpowered support during the course of a support call. 

 

 
Event log 

This screen shows information logged by the system, and may be 

used by Mpowered support during the course of a support call. 
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Set your inspection area(s) 

 

Back at the main screen, you can now select inspection area(s). Tap 

anywhere in the body area.  The inspections areas from Tempest are 

loaded and displayed in a list: 

 

   

 

Tapping on individual list items will add the items to your inspection 

areas.  If you tap an area more than once, the upper panel will change 

colour to indicate that you cannot add that area again. 

 

Above we have added AREA2 and AREA5 to “My inspection area(s)” 

by tapping on each area once. 

 

To clear the list and start over, double-tap the upper pane or tap the 

X button on the bottom toolbar. 

 

To add an area, and go back to the main screen, double-tap the list 

item. 
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Configuring the Bluetooth printer 

 

Setting up the Bluetooth printer: 

The document “Configuring Zebra printers using Zebra Setup 

Utilities.pdf” – included in the download package - describes how to 

configure your Zebra printer model for use with FieldPro. 

 

LBL files: 

The printer must contain a layout file named FPRO.FMT. The layout 

file is created using LBL files – of which there are samples included in 

the download. This LBL files is sent to the printer to create the FMT 

files, and the procedure to upload these files to the printer is 

described in the set-up document above. If you require assistance in 

creating a suitable layout file, please contact Mpowered. 

 

Pairing the device to the Bluetooth printer: 

The Bluetooth printer must be “paired” with your device before you 

can print.  Use the device’s built-in settings app to pair with your 

Zebra printer. You may need to consult the manufacturer’s 

documentation on this topic. 

 

Using BluePrint 

 

BluePrint is an Mpowered app designed to manage the connection to 

the Zebra printer, and to send print files to connected printers or 

notify you if the printer is not/cannot be connected. 

 

Assuming you have followed the steps in “Load the FieldPro and 

BluePrint apps to the device” above, tap the BluePrint icon to open it. 

 

The upper right corner of the screen will show that it is "Not 

connected", and the body area displays the print codes that will be 

sent to the printer. 

 

Tap the "Connect" button. You should see the printer you paired with 

on the list, tap it.  BluePrint will attempt to connect to the device - 

you will have to enter the PIN you set up on the printer to allow the 

connection. 

 

Once you have connected, tap "Print", and the print codes displayed 

in the body will be sent to the printer. 

 

IMPORTANT! To use BluePrint most effectively with FieldPro, 

BluePrint should be running in the background. To leave BluePrint 

running, use the Home button or the Recent Apps button (see your 
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device manual for instructions).  This leaves BluePrint running and 

waiting for a print command from FieldPro. 

 

With BluePrint running in the background, when you print a Notice 

from FieldPro, BluePrint will “see” it, and will immediately send it to 

the printer. 

 

If you have connected at least once, and the connection is lost, 

BluePrint will try to re-connect to the last-connected device 

automatically in the background when it sees a new print file. This 

should mean that you normally would only have to go into BluePrint 

to connect once per day or so (or if you have not printed within about 

2 hours - Android os seems to kill apps that are idle for longer than a 

couple of hours). If you have connected, and then the connection is 

lost, tapping Print from FieldPro will trigger BluePrint to try to re-

connect. 

 

If BluePrint cannot connect to a printer, it will notify you that a new 

BluePrint file is available with your default notification 

sound/vibration and an icon in the notification area. Access the 

notification (see your device manual for instructions), and tap the 

BluePrint notification.  This activates the BluePrint app, and 

depending on its status, you can either connect or print. 

 

If BluePrint is not running, you will not receive a notification, and a 

print will not be sent. When you notice this, simply start BluePrint, 

and connect and print (the last print from FieldPro is in the buffer 

ready to print). Leave BluePrint running in the background (using the 

Home button), and go back into FieldPro to continue processing 

inspections. 
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Task comments re: Email and Fax delivery 

 

FieldPro will optionally insert Task comments when an Enotice is 

Emailed.  To enable this, a comment category must exist in Land Misc 

Maintenance under COMMENT-CD-TASK called GENERAL: 

 

 
 

You must also ensure that the TempestWeb user has INSERT 

privileges on land_relation and land_notes. 

 

On the Folder task, the comments will then be recorded as shown in 

the example: 
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Upgrading from a previous version 

 
1. Install the new app version from the PlayStore corresponding to the web 

services you will install. Because the app is version specific, you can have 

multiple versions of the app on one device, however, it is recommended to 

remove old versions from production devices after upgrading so as to 

avoid confusion. 

2. Install the 80000 web services to your web server – usually at 

{yourserver}\inetpub\wwroot\mpowered\fieldpro\80000 

(It is recommended to keep each version of web services in its own dir.) 

3. Run the following SQL using a system DBA account: 

grant select on ldv_owners to mpoweredweb; 

grant select on tempestv_security to mpoweredweb; 

grant select on tempestv_security_all to mpoweredweb; 

 

General upgrade notes 

 
All releases and patches are cumulative and include fixes from previous updates. 

FieldPro is integrated with Tempest, and may or may not require maintenance as 

Tempest releases major versions and patches as described below. 

 

Major releases 

A major release of FieldPro (FP) will coincide with a major Tempest release, that is, 

when any of the first 3 digits of a release change, e.g. 72000 to 80000.  You must 

(and can only) upgrade FP when you have upgraded the underlying database in 

order to continue using FP.  (You will need new licence keys from Mpowered at 

each major release, which will be automatically shipped to you.)  All major releases 

are full (i.e. cumulative), i.e. all device and ColdFusion web services are released as 

a full package, and will usually require upgrading all devices and the web server 

with the new versions of code. After every major release, run the SQL in Step 3 

above using a system DBA account. 

 

Patch releases 

When any of the last 2 digits of a FieldPro release change, e.g. 80000 to 80001, this 

is known as a patch release.  Mpowered does not synchronize these patches with 

Tempest.  Therefore, when Tempest releases a patch, there will not necessarily be a 

corresponding patch release by Mpowered.  Mpowered releases patches in order to 

fix bugs and/or introduce new features.  All patch releases are full (i.e. cumulative), 

i.e. all device and ColdFusion web services are released as a full package, and will 

usually require upgrading all devices and the web server with the new versions of 

code. After every patch release, run the SQL in Step 3 above using a system DBA 

account. 

 

Testing releases/upgrades 

Because each version is installed into its own subdirectory, you can always 

download a new version from the Mpowered web site, and install it into its own 

subdirectory on your webserver, for example: 

…\mpowered\fieldtpro\80000 

Load the corresponding new app (from the Google PlayStore) on a testing device 

and point its Base URL to the new directory, and DSN to the Test database DSN.  

Once testing is complete, all production devices can all be migrated to the new app 

and point the Base URL to the new directory. After successfully re-Authenticating 

the new devices, remove any old version of FieldPro. For more information contact 

Mpowered. 


